
“The Exotic Collection”

A short history of the collection of Edgar and Brian Lamb.

by Christopher Leather
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Do you know who this man is?
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Do you know who this man is?

He is in fact W. T. Neale – original owner of the nursery which became as “The Exotic 
Collection” owned by Edgar and Brian Lamb.
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He produced a book in 1935 which was based on his catalogue of plants for sale in 
his nursery.  Note the numbers next to the plants – more of that later.
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The nursery was somewhere on First Avenue in Newhaven, probably within this 
circle.  Now of course it is all residential property and no sign of the nursery will 
remain.
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Edgar Lamb was a regular visitor to the nursery 
as a youngster.  

Due to a serious illness when he was 21 he was 
looking for a job in the open air and not an 
office job.  

In 1933 he managed to raise enough money to 
buy the nursery, though W. T. Neale carried on 
working there despite being past retirement 
age.

One of Edgar’s jobs was to help the catalogue 
the plants, using it’s numbering system, which 
eventually resulted in the book shown 
previously.

Edgar is the gentleman on the far right, shown 
with his son Brian.
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This picture shows Doris (wife of Edgar) 
on the right and Sally (wife of Brian) on 
the left.
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In February 1936 Edgar became 
Managing Director of the Neale 
nursery.

Shortly before the retirement of 
W.T. Neale some land became 
available in Worthing next to 
Edgar’s property.  The land had 
been used as a chicken farm.

By the middle of 1936 all the plants 
had been moved from Newhaven to 
Worthing (some 30 miles) and “The 
Exotic Collection” was born.
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But just as they were getting settled in to their 
new home, the Second World War 
started………

Greenhouses had to be put over to food 
production. They were only allowed to keep 
one greenhouse.  Somehow they managed to 
squeeze 2000 species of plants in to it. Some 
of the remaining plants – amounting to nearly 
2000 species – had to be quickly re-homed at 
Compton Acres Gardens near Poole, owned by 
Mr Compton.

Many of the remaining plants had to be 
destroyed.  

Sadly, just four weeks later the order for the 
destruction was rescinded by the Ministry of 
Agriculture.
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Fortunately Edgar had managed 
to amass a large seed bank of 
some 2000 species and these 
were kept until after the war.

Early spring 1947 saw them 
sowing a lot of this seed, which 
filled a 60ft greenhouse.  Most of 
these were cacti, but also many 
were mesembs.

In the late 40’s and early 50’s all 
the greenhouses were 
constructed. In one case the new 
greenhouse was built over the top 
of two of the old ones which were 
dismantled from the inside.
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Where was the Exotic Collection?  It was based in Worthing in East Sussex.

The collection was off Franklin 
Road in Worthing.  Nothing 
remains of the collection now and 
the site has been built on, but it is 
still possible to work out where it 
was and approximate size.

Interestingly the site now is named 
Palm Court, which if you invert the 
“p” to make a “b” and rearrange 
you get Lamb.
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This is the approximate location of the site today.  If you think I am exaggerating the 
size, I might be, but not by much.
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As a rough guess It would appear that the greenhouses filled much of the tarmac 
area shown here.  Figures of 6000 square feet are mentioned in the magazines. 
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A few shots showing the inside of the greenhouses as they are shown in the 
magazines.
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In 1947 (or 1949, I am not sure) Edgar started to produce both the 
Monthly Notes and the Reference Plate collection.  The latter with 
be covered later, but for now we’ll cover the magazine.  

Subscribers received twelve issues a year, initially containing just 
one A4 page folded in half, later becoming two A4 pages folded in 
half.   

As you can see they were typed on a typewriter and there are very 
few mistakes.
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A few shots showing the inside of the greenhouses as they are shown in the 
magazines.
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A few shots showing the inside of the greenhouses as they are shown in the 
magazines.
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From 1962 to 1966 the magazine was produced in colour on matte paper.   From 
1967 to 1987 is was printed on glossy paper.  Even though it was twice as many pages 
as those early pre 1962 issues, the actual writing inside was the same, as the covers 
and a photo on the centre pages (not shown) took up half the magazine.
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Issues contained cultivation notes and travelogues, the latter 
being serialised over many issues.

The later issues also contain a history of the collection, upon 
which these notes are based.



A few shots showing the inside of the greenhouses as they are shown in the 
magazines.
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A few shots showing the inside of the greenhouses as they are shown in the 
magazines.
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The inside of the front cover of each issue followed a similar 
format giving details of the front, centre and rear colour plates 
and included for the first time the names and numbers of the 
reference plates issued that month.

Many of the articles included in the magazine were auto-
biographical in relation to what they were doing at the 
Collection throughout the year.   

There was also a lot of plain and straight-forward advice for 
cultivating a wide variety of plants that were illustrated in the 
magazine. 

Edgar also had a quaint style where he would CAPITALISE words 
that he wanted people to REMEMBER.  Some words were 
underlined as well for added EMPHASIS.
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A few shots showing the inside of the greenhouses as they are shown in the 
magazines.
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The December 1970 issue saw Brian starting out on his epic 
“16,000 miles in search of cacti” travelogue that ran to 36 
parts.

October 1974 saw a more restrained travelogue that just 
covered Florida, followed by travelogues around Mexico and 
then the Netherlands Antilles.

These were followed by tales of similar travels to the Canary 
Islands and one about the west coast of the USA, another epic 
of over 30 parts.



Edgar passed away in 1980 and Brian and Sally continued to run the Collection and 
magazine until mid 1987.

After that they moved to Gibraltar taking with them most of the plants which 
formed part of the collection in the Botanical Gardens on the Island.

Brian passed away in 2015.

The magazines are quite hard to find, so should you see any they are worth 
purchasing and reading.  They may be a little naïve by modern standards of 
production but they have a charm all of their own.
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Since the Exotic Collection closed Edgar and Brian Lamb dropped out of the limelight 
in the Cactus World and some may say they fell out of favour.  

At the height of their fame, however, they would have been known by every 
collector in the country and indeed throughout the world.

Many may consider them out-dated and not worth bothering about, but if it wasn’t 
for the Lamb’s and the Exotic Collection many of us would have never got into the 
hobby in the first place.

They did a huge amount to popularise the hobby in the 60’s and 70’s and their high 
quality colour photography in their books was way ahead of its time.
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